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Jura Impressa X9 Descaling Process 

Your IMPRESSA X9 Coffee maker machine builds up deposits of limescale over time and 
automatically prompts you to descale it when necessary. The degree of calcification depends on 
the degree of hardness of water at location machine is in use. 

CAUTION 

 If the wrong descaling agent is used, the machine could be damaged and/or traces of 
detergent could be left behind in the water. Use only original JURA care products. 

 Once started, the descaling operation must not be interrupted. If the descaling 
operation is interrupted, there may be damage to the machine.                                                        

 Allow the descaling program to run to the end. The descaling program lasts approx. 
45 minutes. 

 If you use a CLARIS filter cartridge and this is activated meaning that the machine is 
programmed in filter mode, or the water hardness is set to ‘not active’, you will not be 
prompted to descale the machine. In this case descaling operation can only be started by 
Jura or any specialized service technician.   

 If you are using a CLARIS filter cartridge, you must always remove it before 
descaling. Do not descale the machine if a CLARIS filter cartridge is fitted. 
 

Your IMPRESSA machine is ready for descale operation, when the message  

 is shown on the display.  

Note:  
We recommend that to descale machine within the same day that message appears on display. If 
you make more coffees, the display will indicate: DECALCIFY. After yet even more coffees made, 
the display will read: DECALCIFY NOW. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Open the cover of the programming buttons on front. As it 

is shown in the picture and then press..... 

 

 

 

 

COFFEE READY 

DESCALE 
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As it is showing on fig on side. At this 
moment on machine's display will appear  

             DESCALING 

                  START 
                     YES 

 

          Also See the two figures below 

 

 

 

 

 To initiate descaling process press  descale button again. At this moment on 
machine's display you will see messages such as: EMPTY TRAY and EMPTY  

                                                                                                           COFFEE  
Shown also in the two pictures below                                                      BIN 

 

 

 

 

 

 Remove the drip tray and the coffee grounds bin from machine and EMPTY both of them 
before starting descaling process. As the drip tray and coffee grounds bin have been removed 
from machine to be emptied you will see on machine's display messages such as:                   
 
COFFEE BIN and TRAY MISSING 
    MISSING   
 

Place both ground coffee bin and drip tray into machine, as soon as both these items are placed 
back into machine, you will see that machine instantly and automatically will switch to the next step 
and on machine's display will appear: SOLVENT IN TANK Which is shown also in the picture at 
next page.                                                           PRESS 
                                                                                  KEY 

Press the descaling button. 
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 Completely dissolve three JURA descaling tablets in a container that holds 700 ml of water. 
This may take several minutes. Pour the prepared solution into the empty water tank and insert it in 
the machine. 
 

 

 Place three large receptacles under the dual spout, 
the steam pipe and the hot water pipe. As it is shown in 
figure on side and then..... 



 

 Press   descale button again, machine automatically will start descaling process, water 
flows from steam pipe; the dual spout and hot water pipe and at this time on machine's display you 
will see the MACHINE DECALCIFYING message. Also you can follow the current status of 
descaling process on the progress bar as it is shown in picture below 
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 When the descaling solution is emptied in water tank the descaling process automatically is 

interrupted, at same time you will hear an acoustic signal beeping and EMPTY TRAY message will 

appear on machine's display. Remove the drip tray from machine, empty it and place it back into 

machine. 

 

 As soon as drip tray is placed back into machine WATER TANK message taken place 
(Shows up) on machine's display.                                             RINSE/FILL                                                                              
Thoroughly rinse out water tank and fill it with fresh cold tap water, place water tank back into 

machine. With this taken action we're starting the second part of descaling process RINSING.  

 Before starting rinsing process, make sure to not to forget to empty the three large 

receptacles and place them back as it is shown previously in first part of descaling process and 

then press.....  

 

 Descaling button again. The following steps will be the same as explained above in 
first part of descaling process. When water is emptied in water tank the rinsing process 
automatically is interrupted, at same time you will hear an acoustic signal beeping  
an EMPTY TRAY and EMPTY  

                                COFFEE  

                                      BIN messages will appear on machine's display. Remove both the drip tray 

and the coffee grounds bin from machine, empty them and place them back into machine. After 

this taken action your IMPRESSA is once more ready for operation and the final message 

appeared on machine's display will be: COFFE READY 

 

 

 

 

 


